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Housing is basic to human comfort and dignity. Although one could fill a large bookcase with
shelves of books on the housing crisis, the mortgage meltdown and the collapse of single-family
home construction, little attention has been paid to the state of multifamily housing, where over
a quarter of U.S. households live.

At a time when the United States faces the need to achieve heroic energy and
This brochure summarizes the report U.S. Multifamily Energy-

greenhouse gas emission reductions while cost-effectively stimulating the country’s

Efficiency Potential by 2020, prepared in 2009 by the Benningfield

economy, it is important to clearly understand the potential for energy savings in

Group. The report, the most comprehensive survey of potential
energy-efficiency savings in the multifamily/apartment market
conducted to date, is meant to help national and regional

every market sector and region.
Yet when we talk about possible energy-efficiency improvements in the residential
sector, we seldom think of opportunities outside of single-family homes, and almost
never consider technologies that are only appropriate for multifamily units. In fact,

policymakers understand achievable energy-efficiency potential in

almost every study of the potential for energy efficiency in the existing residential

the country’s existing multifamily sector and potential greenhouse

sector either excludes multifamily buildings or includes them as a non-specific part of

gas emission reductions associated with those energy savings.

the aggregate residential sector.
The historic lack of attention to multifamily buildings is troubling from a policy

A Note About Methodology
The primary methodology used to develop the report was a review
of approximately 30 recent energy-efficiency potential studies that
focused on or at least included the residential sector.
The study derived a national multifamily efficiency potential from
the previous studies using population growth and housing mix data

perspective since multifamily housing (a) has a set of issues that is very different
from those of single-family homes, (b) can be more energy efficient than single-family
homes in many ways, and (c) has the potential to save enormous amounts of energy
and money.
Consider this: With the recommended investment and strategies outlined in this
brochure, it’s estimated that the United States could achieve:
n

residential buildings

(age, size, etc.) from the U.S. Census Bureau and the Department of
Energy’s Energy Information Administration. Because the report

n

Energy

savings equal to the annual electrical output of 20 coal power plants
AND the entire residential natural gas usage of California, Oregon and

includes conservative assumptions at virtually every juncture, the
resulting multifamily energy-efficiency potential estimates must

Cost-effective

energy savings of approximately 30 percent in multifamily

Washington combined
n

Reduced

carbon emissions of 50 million to 100 million tons per year, equal

be seen as close to the lower limit of the real potential for energy-

to emissions associated with the entire energy use of 4 million to 8 million

efficiency gains in the U.S. multifamily sector.

U.S. households
n

Significantly

increased quality of life and economic benefits for low-income renters

n

A
 $9 billion annual “energy dividend” for tenants and owners, with a proportionally
higher value to low-income renters

Now is the time to unlock this untapped potential by scaling up energy-efficiency
retrofit activity for the nation’s 26 million apartments, including those that are home
to 9 million families below the poverty line and 4 million elderly households—those
who could most benefit from improvements.

Multifamily Housing

Overlooked Potential

Characteristics, Opportunities and Challenges

Affordable Housing vs.
Market Rate Housing

Although multifamily buildings are more efficient on a per-person and per-

In order to understand the energy-efficiency potential in the nation’s

improve the efficiency of appliances within their units. This

household basis when compared to single-family homes, there is still substantial

A few things set affordable housing apart

multifamily housing stock it’s important to note the characteristics,

indicates a greater unmet need even for appliance upgrades among

room for improvement. This is partly because multifamily new construction has

from market rate housing when it comes to

opportunities and challenges that make multifamily unique.

multifamily households.

had less attention from energy codes than single-family construction.

energy-efficiency potential. These include

Age

Another significant difference is that multifamily tenants generally

California, for example, has had building standards since 1978, and these

Housing in the United States comes in a wide variety of sizes and

have lower incomes. For example, the 2007 average income for

standards have been updated roughly every three years with changes specific

configurations. There are roughly 77.5 million single-family homes in

home owners was more than $60,000, and for renters it was

to single-family homes made in every cycle. But it was only in 2001 that the

Local public housing authorities (PHAs)

the United States and 26.25 million multifamily residences.

approximately $30,000. Also, multifamily residents typically spend

California Energy Commission began to consider whether the models for single-

maintain waiting lists of eligible households

a much higher percentage of their monthly income on utilities.

family homes, on which the residential standards are based, even made sense

looking to get into qualified affordable

Families in affordable housing, for example, spend an average of 20

for multifamily.

housing. In San Diego, the waiting list is

1

Each decade had a different mix of multifamily and single-family
construction. Since 1990, only about 15 percent of all housing
production has been multifamily.2 This means that the nation’s
multifamily housing stock is relatively older than its single-family

3

percent of their monthly income on utilities—compared to under 5
percent for the average of all households.

marketing, vacancy rates and regulatory

that, the fact that multifamily buildings normally have about half the window

potential. Nonetheless, few surveys or analyses have been

households in multifamily buildings increased an average of roughly

area of single-family homes (as a percentage of floor area) meant that they

performed to determine what that potential is.

9 percent in real dollars across the United States, but their utility

got a false energy-efficiency “credit” when showing compliance using building

costs increased an average of 20 percent. During this same period,

performance software.

multifamily is built to be held. That means the developers and
owners in these two markets are very different groups with different
motivations, financial considerations and costing horizons.
Single-family homes are appraised as owner-occupied property.
Their owners take a much less structured approach to energy
efficiency—generally valuing upgrades as purchases instead of

real household monthly income for renters actually fell by almost
3 percent, making it increasingly difficult for many multifamily
households to meet the costs associated with their energy needs.
The bottom line is that the people who most need to have energyefficiency upgrades can least afford them, and wouldn’t be in a
position to fund most improvements anyway because they don’t
own the property.

investments. Multifamily properties, on the other hand, are meant

Energy Use

to be income producing and are appraised as such. For market-

Multifamily housing uses more energy per building and per square

rate multifamily, upgrade motivations include the ability to attract

foot, but significantly less per household and per person. This

renters and maximize profits. For affordable multifamily, the primary

occurs for a number of reasons:

consideration is providing affordable housing with enough net

is no marketing advantage to being more
energy efficient.

Here’s another example that demonstrates why there are still large opportunities
to make multifamily buildings more efficient. The first utility-sponsored energy-

Likewise, vacancy rates are lower (2 to 3

efficiency programs for new single-family construction were launched in California

percent versus a long-term average of 4

around 1980, but the first utility-sponsored multifamily new-construction program

to 6 percent for market rate apartments)

wasn’t launched until 1999. Over the past 10 years, these programs have helped,

and there is less turnover. According to the

but they still have not pushed the multifamily industry nearly as hard as programs

National Multi-Housing Council,6 many

focused on single-family homes pushed that industry.

“moderate rent” (lower end market rate

4

percent better than standards.

“naturally occurring” energy-efficiency upgrades because of

home has more than twice that.
n

over rate. Turnover for affordable housing

and software, some developers built multifamily projects with less insulation and

conditioned floor area (CFA), while the average new single-family

n

rentals) units have a 50 percent annual turn-

In fact, as late as 2004, while the window area anomaly still existed in the code

Furthermore, multifamily properties pose unique barriers to

incentive to invest.

for each dwelling, and many close their lists

before there were any building energy codes (1978).

and were still qualifying for the utilities’ incentive money for appearing to be 15

any energy-efficiency investment. Owners therefore, have little

lists nearly as long, with hundreds waiting

of demand and no need to advertise, there

The average new apartment has about 1,000 square feet of

Tenants generally pay the utility bills and reap the savings from

special needs.5 Most PHAs have waiting

Additionally, over 70 percent of the nation’s existing multifamily units were built

less efficient windows than allowed by California’s prescriptive-compliance path,

the disconnect between the owner’s investments and rewards.

the elderly, military families or those with

for a year or two at a time. With this kind

M
 ultifamily units are generally smaller than single-family homes.

monthly income to support continued operation.

with only enough funds and housing to help

until the 2005 Building Energy-Efficiency Standards (Title 24, Part 6). Prior to

This disparity is increasing. From 1975 to 2007, rents paid by

Single-family homes are typically built to sell, whereas most

estimated to be four to seven years long,

No major changes specifically accounting for multifamily designs took place

stock and with relatively more opportunities for energy savings

Ownership

requirements.

tenants is under 10 percent; very similar to
single-family housing and much lower than
market rate renters.7

M
 ultifamily units have less surface area exposed to the weather,

7th iteration of residential EE code

and therefore, less area for gaining or losing heat. A typical

First residential energy efficiency (EE) studies

single-family home will have a wall-to-conditioned-floor area

First investor-owned utility
(IOU) sponsored residential
EE program

(CFA) ratio of about 95 percent. They also have a floor and ceiling

Occupants

that are “exposed” to earth and sky, respectively. Due to shared

More than 85 percent of all single-family homes are owner-

walls in multifamily buildings, a typical apartment only has an

occupied, while approximately the same percentage of multifamily

exposed-wall-to-CFA ratio of about 30 to 55 percent (depending

households are renters. Being renters impacts the control occupants

upon whether it is in the middle of a wall or at the corner of the

have over potential energy-efficiency upgrades. They can’t insulate

building), and usually won’t have both a floor and ceiling exposed

or replace central air or water heaters. They may not even be able to

to the exterior.

1975

1977

CEC began

1979

1981

1983

1985

8th iteration of residential EE code

4th iteration of residential EE code

9th iteration of
residential EE code

5th iteration of residential
EE code

1987

1989

3rd iteration of residential EE code
2nd iteration of residential EE code
California building energy codes established

1991

1993

1995

1997

1999

6th iteration of residential EE code

2001

2003

2005

First IOU- sponsored
MF EE program

10th iteration of residential EE code;
first time MF impact specifically analyzed

Energy-Efficiency Potential in
Affordable Housing

Unlocking the Potential

Savings Estimates

Geography and Savings Estimates

After analyzing data at the national, regional and state levels, the estimated “achievable potential” for energy and natural gas savings by

Subsequent to the publication of the 2009

Location

report, U.S. Multifamily Energy-Efficiency

Regional differences in population growth, number of existing multifamily units,

Potential by 2020, affordable housing and

age of the multifamily stock and size of multifamily buildings affect where the

energy-efficiency policy advocates asked

most cost-effective opportunities for energy-efficiency improvements may be.

related to three specific target sectors: the
market sector assisted by Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) programs
or by Low Income Housing Tax Credits
(LIHTCs), and those properties owned or
managed by large multifamily real estate

New York, New Jersey, the West and New England have the highest ratios
of multifamily to single-family units. Population growth is most rapid in the
Southeast, Texas and the West. The oldest multifamily housing stock is in New

use other fuels). That is roughly equal to the output of 20 average coal power plants8 and the residential natural gas usage of California,
Oregon and Washington.

$35.0
“Achievable potential” means it is both
economically reasonable and within
normal budget constraints.

York, New Jersey, New England and the center of the Midwest. The South and
the West have the highest proportions of large (five-plus units per building)

The potential savings would have a value of nearly

multifamily buildings.

$9 billion annually to property owners and tenants,

investment trusts, or REITs. Together,

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the bulk of the savings will likely

these three segments comprise more than

come from the South, the West and the most metropolitan areas of the Northeast

a quarter of all multifamily dwellings in

and Midwest.

$Billions for Energy

what portion of that savings potential was

2020 is over 51,000 gigawatt-hours of electricity and more than 2,800 million therms of natural gas (or the equivalent for those regions that

$30.0
$25.0
$20.0
$15.0
$10.0

compared to their current annual energy costs of

$5.0

over $31 billion.9

$0.0

With the rate at which low- and moderate-income

the United States—roughly 7.2 million

households spend disposable income locally,

apartments.

these energy savings could represent significant

Research found the achievable energy-

Estimated Multifamily Energy Efficiency Potential Based on an

efficiency potential12 is about 29 percent

Average of Estimates from All Studies

local community economic activity, as well.

n Savings
n MF Energy Costs

Elect.

Nat. Gas

Fuel Oil

LPG

Total

$5.6

$2.3

$0.8

$0.1

$8.9

$19.6

$8.1

$2.9

$0.5

$31.1

of their energy use, or approximately 650
million therms of natural gas annually,

Greenhouse Gas Impacts

and approximately 12,000 GWH of elec-

Estimated greenhouse gas emission reductions resulting from the multifamily

tricity annually.
That is the equivalent of the natural gas
used by all Colorado commercial end
users13 and nine average coal-fired generation units.14 The investment needed
to create this efficiency gain is under $5
billion, but would result in utility cost

million tons of carbon dioxide by 2020.10 Furthermore, using online calculators

reductions are large enough to garner at-

from the Department of Energy, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and

tention, they are only related to the use of

other sources, it is estimated that total greenhouse gas emission reductions

multifamily buildings. They don’t include

associated with the natural gas savings could be another 20 tons of carbon

the transportation efficiency gains related

dioxide. Therefore, the total carbon dioxide emissions reduction from the

to multifamily buildings.

that is the annual equivalent of over 9.3 million Honda Civic Hybrids (estimated

A targeted program focused on just 15

43 MPG) driving 1,000 miles per month.11 It is also roughly equivalent to the

REITs and 59 LIHTC property owners

average CO2 annual output from over 4 million U.S. households (or about 24

could reach over 10 percent of the propunits in over 5,500 projects.

Although the estimates for greenhouse gas

over 50 million tons of carbon dioxide per year. To put that into perspective,

year for the tenants and property owners.

erties in this sector; 765,000 apartment

electricity energy-efficiency potential across all the regions is approximately 33

achievable (lowest level estimate) multifamily energy-efficiency potential is

savings of greater than $2 billion per

million world households).
Region

Est. Potential (GWh)

% of National Total

9,996
9,365
8,663
8,075
5,493
4,633
3,208
2,164
1,850
1,725

18.1%
17.0%
15.7%
14.6%
10.%
8.4%
5.8%
3.9%
3.4%
3.1%

Added Benefit:
Transportation Efficiency

Multifamily households are generally closer to a wider range of transportation options than single-family households, and
use significantly less energy for transportation. Consequently, they produce less CO2.
Since transportation accounts for about 30

Emissions reductions associated with higher levels of energy-efficiency

percent of all U.S. greenhouse gas emis-

improvements (e.g., economic potential and technical potential, respectively)

sions, the savings associated with multi-

would be two to three times greater: 102 or 146 million tons of carbon

family households’ transportation modes

dioxide, respectively.

is likely quite significant.

Unlocking the Potential

Moving Forward
Based on the prevalence of multifamily housing in the United

Entry Points

States and the long-ignored opportunities this housing offers to

Certain discrete financial/economic events may impact an owner’s

save enormous amounts of energy and money, multifamily housing

decision to make energy-efficiency improvements. For example,

provides much low-hanging fruit to harvest. But how does the

with a Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) project,18 there is an

United States begin to realize this potential?

effective opportunity 15 years after construction because the equity

As noted, multifamily buildings represent the classic example of split
incentives. If tenants are paying their own utility bills, the owner of
the building is seldom able to recoup her/his investments in energy
efficiency.16 The tenant, who would benefit from improvements that
could reduce energy costs, is generally not in a position to make the
investment.

Approach
Policymakers looking to garner savings in the multifamily sector

One major benefit of multifamily buildings is that systems can more

need to recognize that, given the geometry of multifamily buildings,

easily be integrated for cost and energy savings. For instance, a

less of the savings will come from improving the efficiency of the

central domestic hot water (CDHW) system with an insulated re-

building envelope and the heating and air conditioning (HVAC)

circulation loop is inherently more energy efficient than a multitude

system, and more will come from improving the efficiency of the

of individual water heaters—and costs less up front. It is also easier
to achieve significant energy savings from

water heating and appliances.
As noted previously, multifamily units have

Since the owner generally

a smaller amount of surface area exposed

has no economic motivation

to the weather, and therefore, less area
for gaining or losing heat. One significant

for upgrading them, these

impact of this is that the principal energy

appliances tend to be older

use is often water heating, not space heating
or cooling.15 Energy-efficiency measures

and less efficient than those

focused exclusively on the envelope (the

in single-family homes.

building’s outer shell) and HVAC equipment
will not likely produce deep energy

reductions to the same degree they would in single-family homes.
Infiltration and exfiltration (the uncontrolled flow of air into or
out of a building through gaps and cracks) are also much different
in multifamily housing. Rather than just being concerned with
exfiltration to the exterior, multifamily HVAC designers must address
heat and air transfer from dwelling space to dwelling space, and
from the conditioned dwelling unit to common areas. There are
common ventilation systems, utilized to exhaust kitchen, bathroom
and laundry rooms that can contribute substantially to energy use as
well, especially in taller multifamily buildings.

Solutions to this dilemma include:
n

n

require the managing partner to obtain new loans to cash out the
equity partner. At that time, they have the ability to add additional
debt to finance energy-efficiency upgrades, especially when those
upgrades improve the monthly net income.
Another entry point: According to the U.S. Census Bureau, within any
two-year period, more than 30 percent of multifamily units receive
an inspection or property needs assessment for one purpose or

upgrades, so that the owner need not make the investment

another.19 As a result of these inspections, approximately 4 percent

P roviding recognition for tenants’ reduced energy costs through
the owner to recoup the investment

through use of controls that manage the

obligated to remain part of the partnership. This will generally

Programs

that cover the full cost of the energy-efficiency

increasing rents by a roughly equivalent amount, which allows

CDHW systems than from individual units,

partner (the one who originally bought the tax credits) is no longer

of the multifamily housing stock (approximately 820,000 units) are
repaired or renovated during those two years. This represents a fairly
easy entry point for energy-efficiency upgrades. In the same Census
Bureau survey, owners of nearly 60 percent of the multifamily units

M
 ore complex arrangements that ensure tenants and property

(approximately 12 million units) reported renovations of some

boiler operation (temperature modulation

owners share the benefits (e.g., on-bill financing or shared

sort in the previous five years. Of those, at least 4.28 million units

controls). As another example, a four-

savings contracts)

had renovations to heating, air-conditioning or plumbing systems,

re-circulation pump (demand controls) or the

pipe fan coil HVAC system can even take
advantage of the fact that the units on the
east side of the building may need cooling
in the morning, while those on the west are
still heating; and vice versa in the evening.

n

To this end, HUD, multifamily property owners and other
stakeholders should work with utilities to direct much more utility
energy-efficiency funding to multifamily properties so that as many
as 100,000 units per year could benefit from efficiency upgrades.

indicating a lost opportunity of over 400 million therms and 4,500
gigawatt-hours if the renovations did not maximize the costeffective improvements possible.20 That represents a potential of
over $800 million per year in lost energy savings.

This market sector is currently underserved. If the multifamily market

However, it should be noted that if this were the only set of units

Another difference with energy policy implications is the fact that

were to receive its fair share of the roughly $2 billion per year that

to be upgraded, it would take over 25 years to reach the full

most large appliances in multifamily buildings are the property

is the current utility energy-efficiency funding level, the resulting

multifamily stock. The multifamily energy-efficiency potential

of the building owner, not the renter, though it is the renter who

$100 million to $200 million annually could easily address the split

estimated in this report could not be reached by

pays the energy bills. Since the owner generally has no economic

incentive problem.

2020 at that rate.

motivation for upgrading them, these appliances tend to be older
and less efficient than those in single-family homes. The irony is
that renters pay a higher share of their monthly income for utilities,
yet they are less able than homeowners to improve the efficiency
of their homes. Because of tenants’ financial situations upgrades
will likely not happen without higher public or utility intervention,
including significantly more funding per appliance than is needed
for the single-family market.
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1. 	Data from the American Housing Survey—2007, by U.S. Census
Bureau.
2.	There are significant regional variations on this. For example,
according to data from the California Department of Finance, MF
new construction in California has comprised about 30% of the
total residential units built since 2000.
3. “The State of the Nation’s Housing 2008,” Harvard.

The Time is Now

4. Data are from EIA Residential Energy Consumption Survey.
5.	SD Housing Authority Frequently Asked Questions at: http://www.
sdcounty.ca.gov/sdhcd/faq/faqs_page.html#16.
6.	NMHC letter to U.S. Department of the Treasury, Tax Analysis Office.
March 21, 2000.

This report presents a clear and compelling case for scaling up
energy-efficiency retrofit activity for the 26 million apartments
located in the United States.
Tenants and owners of multifamily buildings could achieve savings
worth $9 billion per year with an investment of less than $8 billion
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by 2020. With this investment, the United States could achieve
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enormous savings in energy, reduced carbon emissions, quality of
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life improvements for low-income renters and economic benefits for
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multifamily owners. Furthermore, retrofitting existing multifamily
buildings near transit is a win-win. Energy-efficient retrofits reduce
energy use in the housing, and the residents’ use of mass transit
reduces energy use in transportation.
Now is the time to unlock the energy-efficiency potential so long
overlooked in the nation’s multifamily housing stock. However,
realizing this potential will require more than market forces alone.
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California Tax Credit Allocation Committee for over 10 years.
Visit www.benningfieldgroup.com for more information or a
copy of the complete report, U.S. Multifamily Energy-Efficiency
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Policy makers, utility program managers, affordable housing

Housing Stock Energy-Efficiency Potential: HUD-Assisted, Low

advocates and multifamily housing developers and lenders

Income Housing Tax Credit and Large Real Estate Investment

must all work together to address multifamily housing’s unique

Trust Properties.

characteristics, challenges and tremendous opportunities.

7. 	“Myths and Facts about Affordable and High Density Housing.”
California Department of Housing and Community Development.
November 2002.
8.	According to the National Energy Technology Lab, the average
size of the 43 coal plants that were under construction, near
construction, or in the permitting process in April 2009, was
517 MW.
9. Based on 2005 RECS data from the U.S. EIA.
10.	Estimated greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions were
derived using a joint report of the Department of Energy
and the Environmental Protection Agency, which provides a
regional average for pounds of carbon dioxide per kilowatthour for 10 regions of the United States.
11.	Using the US EPA assumptions of 48 mpg and 12,000 miles
per year results in Honda Civic Hybrid emissions of 3.7 tons
of CO2 emissions per car per year. So the potential MF GHG
emissions savings would then be equivalent to removing
13.5 million Honda Civic Hybrids from the road. It would also
be equivalent to removing 4.76 million Hummers from the
road—19 times as many Hummers as have been sold in the
US since 2000.
12.	Energy efficiency potential is generally classified as “technical
potential,” “economic potential,” or “achievable potential.”
Technical potential includes all possible technologies with
no consideration for what the payback period is. Economic
potential is the technical potential bounded by a reasonable
payback period that could range from a few years to many
years depending upon the effective useful life of the savings
measures and the particular market sector. Achievable
potential is the economic potential further bounded by several
possible factors. These factors include available funding
from the sponsor of the study (e.g., the specific state energy
program funds or utility funds), market acceptance of the
possible efficiency technologies, and capability of the industry
within the prescribed time period. These factors all play a
part in defining achievable energy efficiency potential for the
sectors covered by this addendum.
13. 2008 EIA data.
14.	According to SourceWatch.org, 1522 coal-fired units provided
1,994,305 GWH of power to the U.S. in 2008.
15.	This varies significantly by region. For example, most of
California’s population is within fifty miles of the coast. In
most costal climates, MF water heating energy use is as large
as or larger than the heating and cooling budgets combined.
However, in the upper Midwest or the humid South, heating
or cooling respectively, will be larger. However, even there,
the relative importance of DHW will be greater in multifamily
buildings than in single-family.
16.	One exception to this dilemma is the case of central water
heating systems, where the owner both makes the investment
and reaps the benefits of bill savings.
17.	Residential customers account for over 40% of electricity use
and 50% of natural gas use, and multifamily units account
for about 25% of the existing housing stock. Therefore, 5%
- 10% of total DSM funding is a conservative estimate of the
multifamily market sector’s fair share.
18.	A federal program governed by the IRS and administered by
each state
19.	According to the U.S. Census Bureau Housing and Household
Economic Statistics Division
20.	Based on an assumption of 40% improvement over existing
conditions.
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